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A one stop reference containing all necessary information for planning a cruise anywhere in the world.
A comprehensive profile of every cruising destination in the world by the guru of long distance sailing.
Indian Ocean Cruising Guide
A World Handbook for Cetacean Habitat Conservation
The Blue Economy in Sub-Saharan Africa
We Sailed It Our Way
The International Hydrographic Review

'Erich Hoyt's handbook is an admirable, timely and highly welcome contribution.' Michael
Stachowitsch, Marine Ecology What does it mean to save the whales if their habitat is
left unprotected? Marine Protected Areas for Whales, Dolphins and Porpoises is the
definitive handbook on this pressing issue and the first to bridge the gap between the
disciplines of marine protected areas and cetacean conservation. It launches a new
chapter in cetacean conservation with its investigation into the crucial habitat needs
and protection requirements of some 84 species. The author, one of the world's foremost
experts in this field, takes you around the world to investigate the promising results of
the latest conservation research and the strategies for obtaining marine protected areas
in coastal waters and on the high seas, using national legislation and regional and
international conventions. This is an essential introduction, guide and reference work
for those working to ensure a future for whales and dolphins.
This story is about two people, born into the uncertainties of the 1939–1945 War, who
fell in love with each other and with sailing and who, encouraged by the example of other
seafarers, completed over a period of 50 years a circumnavigation of the world’s
favourite sailing destinations albeit missing out the long blue bits. The book contains
anecdotes as well as practical advice ensuring it is a must-read for boat lovers as well
as those yet to find their sea legs. There is seamanship on every page. It will have a
special appeal for those contemplating sailing in distant waters who wish to compare
cruising grounds. As well as covering sailing and seamanship, it is a travelogue in its
own right, reflecting the history and culture met along the way.
South Indian Ocean Pilot
Marine Protected Areas for Whales Dolphins and Porpoises
International Hydrographic Bulletin
Dream Cruising Destinations
Annual Performance Report 2004
The 1842 Nautical Magazine reports on the First Opium War with China and includes health advice
for Europeans in Africa.
Most yachtsmen dream about cruising to an exotic destination; this is the book that will turn
dreamers into planners. 24 classic cruises are fully mapped, measured and costed, showing how
they are perfectly possible whatever your skill level. From weekend cruises around the British
Isles to a voyage to Antarctica, and from Greek island cruises to an escape to the Virgin
Islands, this book explores where to go, why, how to get there and what to expect en route. The
book breaks down each cruise into important considerations, such as what type of boat is needed,
what level of skill or qualifications are required, whether it is a suitable journey to
undertake with a young family, what possible dangers might influence any decision (from extreme
weather to the threat of piracy), and most obviously, cost. Covering popular, exotic cruising
destinations such as Thailand and the Virgin Islands, as well as unexpected, almost secret
routes along the US Intracoastal Waterway and French canals, as well as proper adventures
(including both Atlantic and Pacific crossings), this inspirational may be the starting point
for the voyage of a lifetime.
The Nautical Magazine and Naval Chronicle
The Laws of Seychelles in Force on the 31st December, 1971
General Collection of Nautical Publications
Confessions and Memoirs of an Airline Pilot
Comores, Madagascar, Seychelles Group, La Réunion, Mauritius, Chagos Archipelago, and Other
Islands Lying Westward of Longitude 900 East
Seychelles Cruising Guide is the definitive pilot guide to the Seychelles archipelago, which lies in the west of the Indian Ocean.
The Seychelles comprises 115 granitic and coral islands fringed by white sandy beaches lapped by crystal-clear waters, making it
a tropical paradise with breathtaking anchorages.Its islands are also famed for their vast and unique variety of endemic flora and
fauna, including numerous rare protected species. The guide’s introductory section provides useful general information on the
islands, and also covers entry and cruising formalities, yacht facilities, climate and weather. Its cruising itineraries have been
divided into two groups: Inner Islands and Outer Islands. Each is clearly presented and provides comprehensive pilotage notes on
navigation, approaches, anchorages and harbours, plus weather notes on each location and site. This pilot guide is designed for
cruising yachtsmen but is ideal for anyone wishing to discover the archipelago, which boasts two UNESCO World Heritage sites.
The Seychelles also attracts fishing enthusiasts and scuba-divers, who flock from all over the world to experience its sanctuaries
and their natural wonders.
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This is the 15th annual edition of the Bibliography of Nautical Books, a reference guide to over 14,000 nautical publications. It
deals specifically with the year 2000.
Eldridge Tide and Pilot Book 2021
Islands Westward of Longitude 92 ?east, Including Madagascar and the Comora Islands
Revue Hydrographique
Self-instructor in Navigation & Nautical Astronomy for the Local Marine Board Examinations, & for Use at Sea ...
Eldridge Tide and Pilot Book 2022
Presents an approach for assessing management effectiveness in marine protected areas in the Western
Indian Ocean that is based on a workbook and methodology developed for World Heritage sites and a
framework devised by the World Commission on Protected Areas Management Effectiveness Task Force. This
report provides the results of testing the adapted workbook at eight pilot MPA sites in three countries,
viz., Kenya, Tanzania and the Seychelles.
Gonzo's Little Book of Motivation is the perfect tool to help energize you to achieve your dreams. Each
of us has the innate ability and talent to accomplish great things. Unfortunately, too often we give in
to our self-doubts or the well-meaning "advice" of people who are close to us. Allowing this approach to
govern our thinking puts us in the position of failing to pursue the things we really want out of life.
Use this book to put your dreams on a fast-track to success if you truly believe in yourself and what
you can accomplish.
24 Classic Cruises Mapped and Explored
World Cruising Routes
Comprising Madagascar, Iles Comores, Ile de la Réunion, Mauritius, the Seychelles, the Chagos
Archipelago, and Other Islands Lying Westward of Longitude 80° East
Final Report
Working for a Sustainable Future

Vol. 27- include section: International hydrographic bibliography (title varies).
Seychelles Nautical Pilot 2nd EdSeychellesBradt Travel Guides
Lloyd's Ports of the World
The Nautical Magazine and Naval Chronicle for 1842
A Biographical Encyclopedia of More Than 12,000 Leading Personalities
The Nautical Magazine and Naval Chronicle... a Journal of Papers on Subjects Connected with Maritime Affairs
Nautical Magazine

A good general cruising guide covering the routes from Europe to Australia and points in between. The 'Indian
Ocean Cruising Guide' covers all the usual points of interest for cruising yachtsmen, from history to climate,
weather patterns, formalities, route planning and so on. The general sections are followed by a country-bycountry round-up in which key ports are described in detail with the aid of harbour plans and photographs.
This second edition (2007) has been thoroughly revised and contains a lot of additional information on
Malaysia and Thailand, the Seychelles and the Chagos archipelago. The introduction has been expanded and
throughout there are new plans and photographs. This guide is an ideal companion to Rod Heikell and Andy
O'Grady's 'Ocean Passages and Landfalls' which discusses routes across the Indian Ocean.
Palm-fringed silvery sands, turquoise seas, misty mountain peaks and coral reefs coupled with tropical sun,
starry skies and delightful people, the Seychelles are an idyllic escape for discerning travellers. A haven for
those interested in natural history, the guide gives fascinating coverage of the islands' biodiversity, from
mangroves, turtles and birds to nature reserves and conservation projects. Seychelles' many secrets like the
coco de mer palm forest, island bird sanctuaries and Creole cuisine are all revealed.
South Indian Ocean Pilot. Islands Westward of Longitude 92 ̊east, Including Madagascar and the Comoro
Islands
Proceedings of the ... Annual Gulf and Caribbean Fisheries Institute
Project Performance Report 2003
World Cruising Destinations
Seychelles Nautical Pilot 2nd Ed

The blue economy, comprising coastal and marine resources, offers vast benefits for subSaharan Africa: of the 53 countries and territories in the region, 32 are coastal states;
there are 13 million sq km of maritime zones; more than 90% of the region’s exports and
imports come by sea; and the African Union hails the blue economy as the ‘new frontier of
African renaissance’. Despite their importance, the region’s coastal and marine resources
have been neither fully appreciated nor fully utilized. They are only now being
recognized as being key to Africa’s potential prosperity. As the region grows, it has, in
general, not taken adequate safeguards to protect these valuable resources. That is
partly because some of the problems (pollution, for example) are regional and know no
borders. All too often, short-term gains are made at the expense of the long term
(overfishing, for example). This book provides, for the first time, a study of the
constraints and opportunities the blue economy offers for sub-Saharan Africa. It includes
an introduction and overview; sectoral analyses (including tourism, fisheries, mineral
resources, culture, shipping and maritime safety); country case studies; and analyses of
regional and international efforts towards better coastal zone and marine management.
Seychelles
The Nautical Magazine
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Who?s who in International Organizations
1000 Routes from the South Seas to the Arctic
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